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During  the  previous  years,  and  more  specifically  the  last  few  months,  the  intensity  of  a
putrid smell of war has increased to the point where apocalypse could be just around the
corner. More and more talks of war, a fear-mongering discourse, the projection of a hot
(nuclear)  WWIII  –  hitting  Central  Europe the third  time in  just  over  hundred years,  is
dominating the mainstream and even non-mainstream media.

It could be true, of course.

Hungary’s Prime Minister, Viktor Orban, envisions a West entangled in Ukraine close to no
return. This would mean a direct clash with Russia. Mr. Orban is especially referring to
French President Macron’s promise of delivering to Ukraine Mirage fighter jets (no numbers
mentioned)  and  his  repeated  threats  of  sending  French  /  NATO  troops  to  fight  in  and  for
Ukraine and against Russia.

NATO soldiers in Ukraine is a fully understandable no-no for President Putin, as he repeated
on many occasions. It had been part of the Minsk Agreements (2014 and 2015), as signed
by  all  parties,  but  completely  ignored.  According  to  Madame  Merkel,  then-German
Chancellor, Minsk was never meant to be serious, but rather to “buy time” for the west to
bolster Ukraine for war with Russia. So, western lies, tricks and cheats are gradually seeping
out.

NATO  troops  are  already  in  Ukraine,  just  not  officially,  but  admitted  and  referred  to  on
several  occasions  by  the  Polish  Foreign  Minister.
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Hungary’s Head of State also says that NATO requires its members to supply Ukraine with at
least 45 billion dollars-worth of weaponry – which he is against. Hungary will not participate
in any NATO (or otherwise) direct intervention in Ukraine against Russia. See this.

As a sideline-advise, Mr. Orban may surround himself with bodyguards, as anti-Nato-Ukraine
politicians  have  been  cautioned,  if  not  warned,  by  unidentified  sources  –  for  example
politicians in Georgia – about the fate of Slovakia’s PM, Robert Fico – who recently just
survived an assassination attempt.

Mr. Fico was openly against arming and funding Ukraine in the war against Russia. He is also
a  fierce  opponent  of  the  WHO “Pandemic  Treaty”,  which  is  “disabled”  for  now.  The  death
cult knows no limits.

The other war – in the Middle East – the US Biden-Blinken Administration is doing whatever
they can to drive the Zionist Israeli horrendously brutal killing machine to extremes in Gaza
– and, less reported on, in all of Palestine, extending into Lebanon and Jordan and soon
deeper into the Middle East for the Zionists holy goal of a Greater Israel. See this and
this and this.

On 8 June, Washington supported the IDF (better called ZDF – “Z” for Zionist) to “rescue 4
Israeli  captives”  in  Gaza.  That  offensive  ended  up  killing  at  least  200  Palestinians,  with
children being the main target, maiming them, blowing them up, leaving them destroyed,
either death or horrendously suffering until death relieves them from suffering.

A US official told Axios (American news website), a US “cell” was stationed in Israel since 7
October 2023, supporting the IDF with military and intelligence data, or as the NYT calls it
“intelligence and other logistical support”. All the while, there are, of course, no US boots on
the ground.

Does anybody still doubt that the October 7, 2023 “Hamas attack” was planned well in
advance by Israel’s Mossad, along with the CIA and MI6?

It looks obvious that these two active and hot wars – Ukraine and Gaza – are connected, as
are many others with less news coverage. Both are following the interests of the same
Zionist-led  worldwide  financial  apparatus.  Killing  by  wars  is  among  the  western  system’s
biggest  money-making  affairs.

Plus, it serves the same cabal’s key priority of depopulating the planet. Therefore, wars may
rather  proliferate  than  abate,  as  we  see  on  a  daily  basis.  Atrocities  and  rules-based
assassination of objectors to the orders, are reaching extremes – with a largely desensitized
public just looking on “as long as it doesn’t touch me…”

This is the world we are living in.

Or is it?

Simultaneously, there is a fresh breeze of hope and peace cleansing the stench of war.
Things are shifting – into a new direction. All over the world. This move is often hard to see –
because we are living in a western propaganda and lie-media cage. It ignores the ongoing
contest between evil darkness and the light of liberation and Peace.
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For example, this past weekend (8 / 9 June 2024), an Anti-Globalist rage swept Europe.
Elections took place in many countries in Europe, notable for the European Parliament –
where the so-called left, the corrupted “socialists” (no longer deserving their noble name)
and greens, the Master Globalists (as in the Green Deal, the largest sham in recent party
history)  were out-voted by a  landslide,  in  favor  of  conservative politicians and parties
representing  the  will  of  the  people,  national  sovereignty,  personal  independence  –
screaming a loud NO to globalism.

Eurovision Debate 2024 with Lead Candidates (Licensed under CC BY 2.0)

A drastic shift to the so-called right – a better term would be towards “people’s and national
sovereignty” in the EU Parliament, took place.

Under the circumstances, it is far from sure that Madame Ursula Von der Leyen, unelected
European  Commission  (EC)  President  for  the  last  five  ears  and  loaded  with  corruption
lawsuits,  will  be  reappointed  for  a  second  five-year  term  in  August  2024.

The  Belgian  Prime  Minister  resigned.  In  France,  the  people  revolted  against  Macron,
chanting RESIGN!

Consequently, Macron dissolved Parliament and called for snap elections on June 30 and July
7, 2024. For details on how French dissolution of the National Assembly (Parliament) and
snap  elections work, see this from Le Monde.

President Macron’s opponent, National Rally’s Marine Le Pen, and her young ally, Jordan
Bardella, were jubilant after Sunday’s victory. They are projected winning the upcoming
elections by a large majority.

Is this the beginning of the downfall of Globalist Europe? If so, where will Washington go? A
people’s revolt in the US is also just around the corner. Many barbarian acts – like the literal
promotion and funding with hundreds of millions of dollars of “illegal immigrants” by the

https://www.lemonde.fr/en/les-decodeurs/article/2024/06/10/snap-elections-in-france-how-it-works-precedents-and-consequences_6674391_8.html
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Biden / Blinken Administration, are keeping the American public on edge. 

So far about US$120 billion, and more promised, in US tax-payers money transferred to
ultra-corrupt Ukraine in the form of cash or weaponry,  is  further polarizing Americans,
especially those aware of the real level of recession, poverty and unemployment ravaging
the United States’ economy since the covid sham. 

Image: Two soldiers are positioned on the Statue of Liberty’s torch, which has been turned into a
makeshift fighting position. (Licensed under Fair Use)

Many speak about a potential civil war, going as far as a breaking off by Texas into a new
independence (Texas was a breakaway state from March 2, 1836 to February 19, 1846). See
also the independent 2024 movie, “Civil War”. Films are often used by the Cult-Cabal to
predict what may be planned and coming.

Potential scenarios are many. And who knows how long the struggle between the forces of
darkness and those of light will last, when finally light will outshine darkness?

Does it mean that the western systems of usurpation – thousand years of colonizing the
Global South – may collapse on both sides of the Atlantic?

Speculating  positively,  Europe  may  rebuild  itself  along  the  lines  of  the  ancient  giant
Eurasian Continent that 2100 years ago was united by the original Silk Road, already then
initiated by China.

It would be a logical unification and cooperation in Peace and harmony with Russia, China,
and  the  Global  South,  today  represented  by  the  expanded  BRICS  and  the  Shanghai
Cooperation Organization (SCO).

We are not there yet.
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Kiev  is  still  fighting  for  more  and  more  western  support,  in  arms,  in  money,  in  training  of
Ukrainian  troops  to  fight  against  Russia.  They  will,  on  average,  according  to  expert  Scott
Ritter, last about a week or less before they are killed.

Russia could indeed bring a halt to this bloodshed by decapitating Kiev in a matter of 72
hours or less. If it has not happened yet, it is because President Putin does not want to risk a
hot – God forbid – nuclear WWIII, destroying Europe and possibly much of Moscow too.

Figuratively speaking, it is a few seconds to noon before a collapse may be triggered by an
act of cowardice, by the western illusion of supremacy. Yet, Russia is today and has always
been ready to negotiate for a fair arrangement that protects the Russian population in the
Donbas and keeps Ukraine out of NATO – as a neutral state.

Why does it not happen?

Why does the West not take advantage of the so-called Peace Conference sponsored by
Switzerland on 15 / 16 June on the Swiss luxury resort Burgenstock, a frequent Bilderberger
venue, to which it is expected that more than 160 delegations, nations, organizations, NGOs
and individuals will attend – but NOT Russia? Naturally, names of expected attendees are
secret.

Why is it that they lie about not inviting Russia, saying, because Russia would not want to
attend,  when the exact  contrary is  the case? The truth is,  Switzerland was falling for
Zelenskyy’s wish to hold a Peace Conference without Russia. Can anybody imagine this
billion-dollar effort for zilch? For sheer anti-Russia propaganda? And for bending to western
arrogance? 

Such a sinister plan can only be a loser’s plan. 

Whatever it is, subtle events of reconciliation are occurring throughout the world, the breeze
of fresh air is brushing away the stench of war, of ever more obvious political incompetence,
of the endless war propaganda, and, instead, they are announcing a new, non-globalist
multi-polar world working together for shared benefits and a common future.

*
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